NEW!

The extras – attractive and useful
Splendid ideas in chromium: our extras don’t just look good, they are helpful with presentationsand
can easily be assembled in the swivel joint with “stick and click” – regardless whetherindividually or in
combination with each other.

3D COUNTER is the counter at trade fairs,
events, in shops and in mobile marketing.
		 It is a real eye-catcher.

A Display holder + display + Duplex promotion
display, whitecircle Ø40 c, without graphic
B Brochure holder A4
C Holder for 15”/17”/19” TFT monitors
D Sunshade holder
E Fan kit, 12 volts
F Flush-pull lock, lockable, chrome-plated

Starting at

2999$

Flexible
By turning the desk tops you can change and refix the setup at any time you want by means of a star-shaped knob in
the corpus. As shown on the left, 3D COUNTER can be rolled
away: justtilt it slightly and you’re already moving it quickly
over shortdistances. Images in the standard colour of silver.

A

Whether the focus of your consultancy is while standing, elegant counters or a chic sideboard at the wall
– 3D COUNTER is the system that adapts to changing requirements effortlessly.
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A plus C

B

For continuous operation of a computerin the
compact corpus it is recommen-dable to have
a fan kit built into the socket.

E

F

Diversity in no time at all

A plus B

The lockable flush-pull-lock is blackas standard.
It can also be deliveredchrome-plated
as an extra.

C

D

Colours and sign 3D COUNTER incorporate
design of companies and institutions.

Surface
Coating with Alexit®-Micro-structure provides
3D COUNTER with an opticallyand haptically
high-clasBesides the standard colours: red,
silver,and white, individual colour wishes can
berealized within the RAL colour map.
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Graphics
3D COUNTER can be
designedindividually.
Visualizations show
the designbeforehand.

Fit in Mobile Marketing
Packed in our set of bags 3D COUNTER travels with you in your car, can be rolled along like a suitcase
and is put together without tools.

Colours and sign 3D COUNTER incorporate
design of companies and institutions.

Our two-parts transportation case is the ideal
solution for transport by parcelservices or shippers.

Storage space
Inside the corpus there are two spacious
compartments: each H:40 cm x T:33cm.
The opening width of the door is 42 cm.
Cables for computers, etc. can be elegantlyled out of
the base through the corpus.

36 cm
115 cm

92 cm

Ergonomically perfect
Total height 106 cm.

106 cm
63 cm

97 cm

3D COUNTER
- Plastic polyurethane
- Steel, chrome-plated
Polyurethane is free of CFC,styrol, and solvents.
PUR is recyclable andenvironmentally friendly.
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Weight
3D COUNTER 34.2 kg
Pocket set
3.0 kg

